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For a short time, between and , the M-Class was also built by Magna Steyr in Graz , Austria, for
the European market, before all the production moved to the U. From late , the M-Class was also
assembled at new plants in India and Indonesia. Although grouped under the "M-Class" naming
banner since the first launch, BMW , who sells M models such as the M3 , objected to the car
being badged "M" with the three-digit engine level afterwards e. M This forced Mercedes-Benz
to defer to a double-tiered marketing strategy of "ML" badging e. ML under an M-Class umbrella.
Mercedes-Benz proposed a plan to replace the G-Class, which at the time had been in
production for 11 years. A joint agreement with Mitsubishi Motors to develop and produce a
sports-utility vehicle was made in early and was confirmed publicly that June. In May , these
plans were abandoned citing "technical problems" and Mercedes-Benz continued on with
in-house development from January By September , a location in the state of Alabama was
chosen and construction started in While plans were being made overseas, in Germany
development continued. Design work took place from late to A design from Mercedes'
Sindelfingen studio was chosen in and approved by the executive board in February The design
patents were filed in Germany on 13 July , and in the U. Prototype testing started with test
mules and crash tests using mock-ups in May First functional prototype's crash test took place
in February , with full testing run from March to December in various climates and regions of the
world. Pilot production began in May In July , construction on the Mercedes-Benz U.
International plant in Vance , Alabama concluded, with the very first production M-Class rolling
off the assembly line the week of 9 February Mercedes-Benz launched the first generation W
series M-Class on 19 February , in the United States for the model year, with sales beginning
that September. It is a mid-sized body-on-frame SUV with seating for five, or seven with an
optional third-row seat. The M-Class was the first luxury SUV to feature electronic stability
control , a system designed to detect loss of control and instantaneously intervene with
selective braking to bring the vehicle back on its intended course. Furthermore, the M-Class
boasted front- and side-impact airbags with advanced occupant detection for the front
passenger seat, which helped earn the W the highest marks in insurance industry crash tests.
The Mercedes-Benz M-Class W was available with permanent 4Matic four-wheel drive, which
routed torque to all four wheels through all open front, center, and rear differentials. Four-wheel,
electronic traction system was said to perform excellent for snow and heavy off-road use. The
ML was sold internationally, with the "" suffix alluding to the 3. An entry-level, manual
transmission-only ML , fitted with a 2. This unit was made available in Australia in and
continued on in the W until being replaced upon the release of the W M-Class in Later, in , the
more powerful ML became available with the newly introduced Mercedes-Benz 4. As a result, a
Mercedes-Benz advertisement appears before the film on original VHS copies of the film. Jeff
Goldblum , the star of the film, received a complimentary ML from Mercedes-Benz as a result of
the tie-in. Three versions were used in the movie, of which 2 copies of each were built. It also
received the World Car Award in March , voted by an international jury of automotive journalists
in Geneva. Quality improved over the years, especially after the facelift in for the model year.
Mercedes-Benz revised and updated the W in for the model year. Styling updates involved the
fitment of new head- and tail-lamp lenses, front and rear bumpers, new alloy wheels on most
variants, the relocation of the side turn signals from the fenders to the side-view mirrors, and
various interior trim changes. At the same time, the ML was replaced by the 5. The following
year, in , Mercedes-Benz launched the ML fitted with a 3. The ML replaced the ML in some
markets, but supplemented it in others. The W was available as a seven-seat version, with two
seats in a third row. Access was problematic and the seats were not suitable for large adults so
the seven seater ML-Class was discontinued after the model year and replaced by the larger
GL-Class. In , development on a successor to the W began under the codename "W" and
spanned a period of 6 years. First design drafts have appeared in with the first production
models in scale , and in , three full-sized versions have been prepared. Prototype testing was
conducted throughout and , concluding in early It was almost entirely new, with a more
sporting, aerodynamic lookâ€”the coefficient of drag went down to 0. According to early
automotive press reports, the M-Class vehicles demonstrated vast improvements in quality. The
W platform used for the new M-Class is shared with the new GL-Class and is a unibody type
rather than the former W body-on-frame used by the M-Class vehicles produced from â€” New
features in the M-Class include the 7G-Tronic seven-speed automatic transmission , optional
Active Curve-Illuminating Bi-Xenon headlights which "steer" in the path of the vehicle, and an
adjustable-height air suspension. The manual transmission has been dropped. Permanent
4Matic four-wheel drive remained, with one-speed transfer case no low range , center
limited-slip differential and four-wheel electronic traction system 4-ETS. In most countries
except the U. It features a 6. By , design work on updates to the W were finalized and patented
domestically in Germany on 23 November This facelift includes new front headlights,

redesigned front and rear bumpers, new exterior mirrors, new rim choices, a larger front grille,
restyled interior, and a new ML CDI engine choice. Models using Bluetec Diesel engine with
urea injection were introduced in for the model year. The vehicle had cosmetic changes,
including specially-manufactured inch 10 spoke wheels, black leather with white stitching, and
smokers package with Grand Edition modeling. The interior had changes, including deletion of
the heated steering wheel and the replacement with an AMG steering wheel. In , development
began on the next-generation M-Class and spanned over a period of 5 years, a shorter duration
than its predecessor. In , the final design by Emiel Burki was approved and patented
domestically on 16 December U. The newly redesigned M-Class chassis name W was
introduced in pre-production form 10 June as a model. The first customer-designated W rolled
off the Vance production line on 20 July. An increase in rear seat legroom has been
implemented, alongside adjustable rear back-rests. It was to be launched in September The W
was one of the last vestiges of the joint venture between Daimler and Chrysler while they were a
consolidated company. The underlying platform work was largely completed in , as the two
companies were separated. Because of the separation however, the cars are extremely different
in terms of interior and body design as well as engine choices. Aside from engines, the three
SUVs share many powertrain components, including some transmissions. The package adds a
two-speed dual range Magna Powertrain transfer case with center differential lock, reduction
gearing, underbody skid plates , and a 6-mode selectable terrain driving program system. The
rear differential lock has been discontinued. Open front and rear differentials are fitted, and use
four-wheel electronic traction system 4-ETS to simulate front and rear differential locks. The
Mercedes M-Class won first place in the "Luxury Crossover SUV" category and has been named
the most ideal vehicle for Americans based on a study undertaken by California-based
automotive research and consulting firm AutoPacific. The previous Popemobile was based on
the M-Class and was delivered in December At launch, the GLE will be sold with two engine
options. The GLE will have a 48V electric system with an integrated starter motor. The system
powers the air-conditioner, in-car electronics and the electronically driven turbocharger. For the
first time, the GLE also adds a seven-seat option. It has a 3. The LWB has a wheelbase that is 8
centimetres longer than that of the standard version. However, unlike those vehicles, the LWB
is still designed as a default 2-row SUV, with most 69mm of the additional length being put into
use in the second row. As such, the LWB's primary market is moreso executives than families,
and a close competitor is the Range Rover. Available powertrains include a 2. From Wikipedia,
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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. In the end I decided to not
go into the car I was looking at. The dealership and in particular Jonathan was very

understanding. I would definitely recommend checking this place out if your looking for a used
car. This is a bait and switch. All these junk fee ales the car less attractive. Very good people to
work with. They will work hard to find you a car. Dawn has been very helpful! Said they sold the
car but saw it in their secondary lot. The car in poor condition and would not start. Great
communication! Conducted the entire deal remotely. They are very responsive and provided me
with every detail of the vehicle. Johnny and Ron are great to work with! Sam was very helpful,
and the vehicle sounded like I would have been interested, but I was about 4 hours away. By the
time I was able to try to go that way, the vehicle had been sold. The check-in process to even
look at the cars is totally understaffed. I waited for 10 minutes while she waited on one
customer and there were still other people after him I ended up leaving cuz I don't have all day
to even assess a vehicle that you don't have pictures of on the website. I bought GTR with miles
for dollars from these guys in This year they are selling GTR with more miles on it for dollars
and they want me to put down 6 grand down , this is crazy. No value of returning customers.
Great, brought the truck, great to deal with, done and away with the truck by lunch. Great place
good prices ,staff really friendly this is not my first time getting a vehicle from this dealership
just a great experience! Horrible It deserved 0 stars Sales person was useless Never contacted
me back like he said. Went to check out vehicle after discussion with salesman online about the
vehicle. Come to find out the car had a dead battery and they were not planning on replacing it!
Needless to say we did not purchase Volkswagen of St Augustine definitely earned your
business promt, friendly, and knowledgeable. Valuing your time as much as you do. Responses
to my email quick and professional. I also visited the dealership they were busy when I went but
I still felt like a valued customer. Great experience with Mordy, Jake and Marcos! No pushing ,no
pressure ,very helpful and I feel I got a decent used vehicle for a fair price. It won't let me leave
no stars! I say that because the sales man never replied when i called or text and then tells me
its sold a week later. The M-Class represented a number of firsts for Mercedes-Benz. And it was
the first vehicle of its type with a four-wheel double-wishbone suspension system, as well as
stability control, which helped prevent loss of control of the vehicle by the driver. M-Class
vehicles also came equipped with a number of innovative safety features, including front- and
side-impact airbags, a reinforced steel body, front and rear crumple zones, and anti-intrusion
bars on all doors. As that award indicates, the M-Class was built on a truck platform, and
officially labeled a "light truck" upon its introduction. However, Mercedes attempted to give its
new SUV an upscale feel and a more carlike ride, both of which have improved over the years.
Mercedes has also invested a lot of effort in improving the quality of the M-Class. Due to the fact
that it was built in a new plant, the SUV had a number of quality issues in its early years and
soon gained a reputation with some drivers that was not completely positive. Some complained
about quality and reliability issues. Parts often failed quickly, and the fit and finish of the vehicle
was not what drivers expected from a Mercedes. Most of those issues were resolved with the
second-generation M-Class, which debuted in The new M-Class was longer by almost 6 inches
and wider by almost 3 inches than the first-generation version and featured a more fluid design,
which brought it closer in line with drivers' expectations. The second-generation M-Class
vehicles also received a boost in power, with the ML with a 3. In addition, the M-Class vehicles
can be equipped with Mercedes' 4Matic all-wheel-drive system, which provides improved
handling, stability, and traction in all types of driving conditions. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information. Read more. This body design is
much better than its replacement and MB has decided to go back to it with the GLC design. It
was a pleasant experience, my car is clean though expensive but i love it. Am happy but before
selling those cars diagnose it and correct all electrical issues is any. All accessories including
jack, manual and other important items should follow the car. The price should be moderate
also. Thank you, continue to protecting your name by efficient Why Use CarGurus?
Mercedes-Benz dealers in Atlanta GA. Mercedes-Benz dealers in Chicago IL. Mercedes-Benz
dealers in Dallas TX. Mercedes-Benz dealers in Houston TX. Mercedes-Benz dealers in Miami
FL. Mercedes-Benz dealers in Philadelphia PA. Mercedes-Benz dealers in Washington DC. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,

CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

